RUEAXMO/TAG MC JEFFERSON CITY MO
RUMFIU/TAG MC JEFFERSON CITY MO
RUEAACC/TAG MS JACKSON MS
RUEAMML/TAG MT HELENA MT
RUMFIU/TAG MT HELENA MT
RUEARNA/TAG NC RALEIGH NC
RUMFIU/TAG NC RALEIGH NC
RUEARSIC/TAG ND BISMARCK ND
RUMFIU/TAG ND BISMARCK ND
RUEARUL/TAG NE LINCOLN NE
RUMFIU/TAG NE LINCOLN NE
RUEARND/TAG NH CONCORD NH
RUMFIU/TAG NH CONCORD NH
RUEARNG/TAG NJ TRENTON NJ
RUMFIU/TAG NJ TRENTON NJ
RUEAMPE/TAG NM SANTA FE NM
RUMFIU/TAG NM SANTA FE NM
RUEACWV/TAG NV CARSON CITY NV
RUEATNY/TAG NY LATHAM NY
RUEAKOH/TAG OH COLUMBUS OH
RUMFIU/TAG OH COLUMBUS OH
RUEAXOK/TAG OK OKLAHOMA CITY OK
RUMFIU/TAG OK OKLAHOMA CITY OK
RUEANOR/TAG OR SALEM OR
RUEAXIA/TAG PA ANNVILLE PA
RUMFIU/TAG PA ANNVILLE PA
RUEABUC/TAG PR SAN JUAN PR
RUEARNPR/TAG RI PROVIDENCE RI
RUEARSCA/TAG SC COLUMBIA SC
RUEAXON/TAG SD RAPID CITY SD
RUEAOREA/TAG TN NASHVILLE TN
RUMFIU/TAG TN NASHVILLE TN
RUEAXMD/TAG TX CF MABRY TX
RUMFIU/TAG TX CF MABRY TX
RUEANUT/TAG UT DRAPER UT
RUEALC/ST TAG VI ST CROIX VI
RUEALV/TAG VT COLCHESTER VT
RUMFIU/TAG VT COLCHESTER VT
RUEAMTMA/TAG WA TACOMA WA
RUSOBMA/TAG WI MADISON WI
RUEAOBOG/TAG WV CHARLESTON WV
RUEAIAW/TAG WY CHEYENNE WY
RUMFIU/TAG WY CHEYENNE WY
RUEAEKL/65 RSC OPNS FT BUCHANAN PR
RUMFIU/65 RSC OPNS FT BUCHANAN PR
RUEABSA/77 RSC OPNS FT TOTTEN NY
RUMFIU/77 RSC OPNS FT TOTTEN NY
RUEABTE/81 RSC OPNS FT TOTTEN NY
RUMFIU/81 RSC OPNS FT TOTTEN NY
RUEAEBA/90 RSCOPNS LITTLE ROCK AR
RUMFIU/90 RSCOPNS LITTLE ROCK AR
RUEABTO/94 RSC OPNS DEVENS RFTA MA
RUMFIU/94 RSC OPNS DEVENS RFTA MA
RUEABTB/99 RSC OPNS OAKDALE PA
RUMFIU/99 RSC OPNS OAKDALE PA
RUFANMS/RSC EUROPE NAPLES IT
UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJECT: DA MOB ORDER 271-03 OPS NOBLE EAGLE/ENDURING FREEDOM

1. REFERENCES.
A. UNDERSTAND MEMO 20 SEP 01, MOBILIZATION/DEMOBILIZATION PERSONNEL AND PAY POLICY FOR RESERVE COMPONENT MEMBERS ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY IN RESPONSE TO THE WORLD TRADE CENTER AND PENTAGON ATTACKS.
B. SECDEF MSG 131954Z SEP 01, ATSD:PA/DPL, SUBJECT: PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE (PGF) FOR PARTIAL MOBILIZATION OF THE RESERVE AND NATIONAL GUARD.
C. DA MSG 172122Z DEC 01, SUBJECT: FINANCIAL MGT GUIDANCE #3 FOR OPS NOBLE EAGLE/ENDURING FREEDOM.

2. THE PRESIDENT, PURSUANT TO TITLE 10, USC, SECTION 12302 AND EXECUTIVE ORDER 13223 IN SUPPORT OF THE WORLD TRADE CENTER AND PENTAGON ATTACKS, AUTHORIZED THE MOBILIZATION OF UNITS AND INDIVIDUALS OF THE READY RESERVE.

3. THIS MESSAGE PROVIDES AUTHORIZATION TO ORDER THE RC UNIT(S) LISTED IN PARA 5 BELOW TO ACTIVE DUTY UNDER PARTIAL MOBILIZATION AUTHORITY (TITLE 10, USC 12302).

A. UNIT PERSONNEL ARE IN VOLUNTARILY ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY IN THEIR CURRENT GRADES AND POSITIONS FOR AN INITIAL PERIOD OF UP TO 365 DAYS. ABSENT AUTHORIZED EXTENSIONS OR REORDERS TO ACTIVE DUTY, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF DOD DIRECTIVE 1235.10 OR SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDANCE.
B. SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES (SOF) UNITS DEPLOYED AWAY FROM HOME STATION TO OCONUS THEATERS OF OPERATION WILL BE EMPLOYED NOT TO EXCEED 270 DAYS, EXCLUDING BRIEF TRANSITION PERIODS. UPON REDPLOYMENT, SOLDIERS WILL DEMOBILIZE AND BE RELEASED FROM ACTIVE DUTY UNLESS EXCEPTION OR EXTENSION IS AUTHORIZED BY HQDA.
C. NON-SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES DEPLOYED AWAY FROM HOME STATION TO OCONUS THEATERS OF OPERATION WILL BE EMPLOYED NOT TO EXCEED 179 DAYS, EXCLUDING BRIEF TRANSITION PERIODS. UPON REDEPLOYMENT, SOLDIERS WILL DEMOBILIZE AND BE RELEASED FROM ACTIVE DUTY UNLESS EXCEPTION OR EXTENSION IS AUTHORIZED BY HQDA.
D. UNLESS SPECIFICALLY STATED OTHERWISE THIS ORDER DOES NOT AUTHORIZ THE MOBILIZATION OF PROMOTABLE COLONELS OR GENERAL OFFICERS.

4. MOBILIZATION STATIONS (MS) ARE SHOWN IN PARA 5. THE UNIT(S) WILL MOBILIZE AND MOVE TO ASSIGNED MS IAW TIME LINES ESTABLISHED IN THE FORSCOM MOBILIZATION AND DEPLOYMENT PLANNING SYSTEM (FORMDEPS) UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED BY MACOM COMMANDER. UNIT STRENGTH WILL NOT EXCEED THE AUTHORIZED LEVEL STATED IN PARA 5.

5. THE FOLLOWING UNIT(S) IS/ARE HEREBY ORDERED TO ACTIVE FEDERAL DUTY UNDER TITLE 10 USC, SECTION 12302.

A. EFFECTIVE MOBILIZATION DATE 16 JAN 03 AND MOBSAD 19 JAN 03:

- **UTC DESCRIPTION**: COMPO PAX HOME STA MOB STATION
- **WRW3AA**: 417 CM DET SERVICE ORG 3 10 SHEFFIELD AL FT
- **STEWART GA**
- **WRW7AA**: 433 CM DET SERVICE ORG 3 10 DOBBINS GA FT
- **STEWART GA**
- **WQ0YAA**: 439 EN CO (ASLT BRG) 3 183 BRIDGEPORT WV FT
- **LEONARD WOOD MO**
- **WTDAAA**: 671 EN CO MULTI ROLE 3 184 PORTLAND OR FT
- **LEONARD WOOD MO**
- **WS5JY6**: 810 MP BDE (EPW) DET 6 3 43 UNIONDALE NY FT
- **DRUM NY**

B. EFFECTIVE MOBILIZATION DATE 23 JAN 03 AND MOBSAD 26 JAN 03:

- **UTC DESCRIPTION**: COMPO PAX HOME STA MOB STATION
6. The unit(s) listed in paragraph 5 above will be notified of the mobilization effective date within 24 hours of release of this message. The mobilization period may be adjusted depending on mission requirements. Commanders will inform soldiers to plan accordingly.

7. MACOMS will apply the provision of ANOPES, FORMDEPs, and AR 600-8-101 for personnel processing.

8. This order is the DA movement directive. Provisions of AR 55-113 and AR 55-355 apply. Support installations are directed to process requests from subject RC unit pending receipt of hard copy orders to active duty.

9. MEA and OMA accounting citations for FY03 for call-up of reserve component personnel to support operations Noble Eagle and enduring freedom are as follows:

A. MEA accounting citations: units mobilized for enduring freedom

21 3 200000 01-1100 P11MC00 11**/12** VFR F3203 5570 S99999 (OFFICER)

21 3 200000 01-1100 P2W2C00 11**/12** VFR F3203 5570 S99999 (ENLISTED)

B. MEA accounting citations: units mobilized for noble eagle

21 3 200000 01-1100 P11IA00 11**/12** VFR F9FP2 5570 S99999 (OFFICER)

21 3 200000 01-1100 P2W2A00 11**/12** VFR F9FP2 5570 S99999 (ENLISTED)

C. OMA fund citations for mobilized units: all army personnel, except SOCOM assets, ordered to deploy in support of operations noble eagle and/or enduring freedom will contact the respective resource management office for fund cites.

(1) All units, except SOCOM units, contact the servicing/installation resource management office at the designated mobilization station for travel and transportation fund cites.

(2) SOCOM POC: MS BETTE OTTS DSN 239-4146 /COMM (910) 432-4146.

D. Travel advance accounting citations must cite a specific fiscal station number (FSN). Reserve component personnel will mobilize and demobilize at the same station. Cite the fiscal station number of the station where mobilization/demobilization occurs (the same station which issues the advances). For additional guidance refer DFAS-IN reg 37-1, advances and progress payments.

10. Demobilization of units is prohibited without prior approval of DA. Individual members of the unit will demobilize with the unit unless provisions of AR 600-8-24 or AR 635-200 apply.

11. Public affairs guidance. See ref b, this message, for specific guidance.

12. All soldiers deploying into Afghanistan and Pakistan will possess interceptor body armor (IBA). In an effort to identify interceptor body armor (IBA) fielding requirements, all units deploying to Afghanistan and Pakistan ISO operation enduring freedom and not processing through the Fort Benning CONUS replacement center (CRC) will notify HQDA CAT of IBA requirements.

13. DA DAMO-DPM POC is LTC CASSELL 227-4375, E-mail to CASSELLM@HQDA-AOC.ARMY.PENTAGON.MIL.
1. (U) SITUATION.

1.A. (U) ENEMY FORCES. [NO CHANGE]

1.B. (U) FRIENDLY FORCES. [CHANGE]

1.B.1. (S//REL/MCFL) MILITARY POLICE UNITS FOR OIF 2 ARE SOURCED AT 50% OF WHAT OIF 1 MP UNITS WERE SOURCED. PRIORITY OF MILITARY POLICE SUPPORT IS DETAINEE OPERATIONS, JOINT POLICE OPERATIONS, AND MANEUVER AND MOBILITY SUPPORT OPERATIONS. CG, CJTF-7 DIRECTS ALL ECHELONS ABOVE DIVISION (EAD) MILITARY POLICE UNITS TO A GENERAL SUPPORT (GS) ROLE IOT SUPPORT CJTF-7 MISSION PRIORITIES.

2. (U) MISSION. [NO CHANGE]

3. (U) EXECUTION.

3.A. COMMANDER'S INTENT [CHANGE] MILITARY POLICE BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS WILL COORDINATE AND SYNCHRONIZE PLANNING AND EXECUTION IOT FACILITATE A SMOOTH TRANSITION ACROSS CJTF-7 AO.

3.B. (S//REL/MCFL) CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS [CHANGE] AS CJTF-7 MP BRIGADES' TRANSITION FROM A THREE BRIGADE SET (18 MP BDE, 220 MP BDE, 800 MP BDE) TO A TWO BRIGADE SET (89 MP BDE, 16 MP BDE (ABN)), ON 1 FEB 04 X MP TASK ORGANIZATION CHANGES. THE TASK ORGANIZATION DEPICTS THE SET FOR OIF II AND 89TH MP BDE IS TACON TO 1 AO AND 16TH MP BDE (ABN) IN GENERAL SUPPORT TO CJTF-7. OIF I UNITS IN DIRECT SUPPORT REMAIN DS UNTIL REDPLOYMENT. MILITARY POLICE AND MP ILO UNITS WILL SUPPORT PRIORITY MISSIONS DETERMINED BY COMMANDER, CJTF-7. CURRENT PRIORITIES ARE DETAINEE OPERATIONS WITH FOCUS ON HIGH VALUE DETAINES, MEK, SECURITY DETAINES, AND IRAQI JAIL AND PRISON MONITORING; JOINT POLICE OPERATIONS WITH FOCUS ON TRAINING, MONITORING, AND JOINT INTEL BASED OPERATIONS; AND MANEUVER MOBILITY SUPPORT OPERATIONS ON MSR TAMPA FROM SCANIA TO LSA ANACONDA. 89TH MP BRIGADE ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR US MILITARY POLICE OPERATIONS IN AO BAGHDAD TO INCLUDE THE HVD DETENTION FACILITY AND OF THE MEK COMPOUND IN AO NORTH CENTRAL. 16TH MP BRIGADE (ABN) ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR US MILITARY POLICE OPERATIONS IN AO WEST, MND-CS, AND MND-SE. 16TH MP BRIGADE (ABN) IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MMSO ON MSR TAMPA FROM CSC NAVISTAR TO LSA ANACONDA, WITH PRIORITY OF SUPPORT FROM CSC SCANIA TO LSA ANACONDA. UPON TOA WITH THE 82ND ABN, I MEF WILL PROVIDE ORGANIC ASSETS AND ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR MILITARY POLICE OPERATIONS
IN AO WEST, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE OPERATION OF BCCF, WHICH WILL REMAIN THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 16TH MP BRIGADE (ABN), 89 MP IS TACON TO 1 CAV UPHON TOA WITH 1 AD AND 1 CAV AND EACH MSC RECEIVES DS MP IAW THE TASK ORGANIZATION.

3.C. TASKS TO SUBORDINATE UNITS

3.C.1. (U) 89 MP BDE

3.C.1.A. UPON TOA ON 1 FEB 04 ACCEPT ATTACHMENT OF ALL EAD MP UNITS IN AO BAGHDAD.

3.C.1.B. ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY OF MEX DETENTION OPERATIONS IN AO NORTH-CENTRAL.

3.C.1.C. ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY OF HVD DETENTION OPERATIONS IN AO BAGHDAD.

3.C.1.D. MONITOR IRAQI CORRECTIONS SERVICE (ICS) OPERATIONS AT THE BAGHDAD JAILS. MONITOR ICS OPERATIONS ICW CPA MOJ CORRECTION ADVISORS.

3.C.1.E. MONITOR IRAQI POLICE OPERATIONS IN AO BAGHDAD ICW CPA MOI POLICE ADVISORS.

3.C.1.F. CONTINUE TO TRAIN IFS AT DIRECTED CJTF7 POLICE ACADEMIES AND TIP TRAINING LOCATIONS IAW IPS ACCELERATION PLAN.

3.C.1.G. PROVIDE AN MP COMPANY HEADQUARTERS AND 2 PLATOONS ISO THE IRAQI SECURITY GROUP (ISG) IN AO BAGHDAD.

3.C.1.H. PROVIDE MP SUPPORT TO CPA WITH THE 170TH MP CO (-) AND ASSIST WITH PSD AUGMENTATION TO AMB BREMER'S SECURITY DETAIL AND CONTINUE TO SUPPORT FOR OIF 11 WITH A COMPANY HEADQUARTERS AND THREE PLATOONS.

3.C.1.I. PROVIDE MP SECURITY SUPPORT TO STB AT CAMP VICTORY WITH THE 59TH MP CO. RELIEF FROM THIS MISSION OCCURS UPON THE REDEPLOYMENT OF 59TH MP CO G/A 23 MARCH 04 WHEN 82D ABN DRB ASSUMES SUPPORT OF THIS MISSION IAW FRAGO 18 PARA 3.C.6.B.

3.C.2. (U) 16 MP BDE (ABN)

3.C.3.A. UPON TOA ON 1 FEB 04 ACCEPT ATTACHMENT OF ALL EAD US MP UNITS IN MNC-CS AND MND-SE, AND MP UNITS CONDUCTING MMSO MISSIONS IN AO BAGHDAD AND AO NORTH-CENTRAL.


3.C.3.C. CONDUCT MMSO ON MSR TAMPA WITH PRIORITY OF SUPPORT FROM CSC SCANIA TO LSA ANACONDA.
3.C.3.D. ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR OPERATION OF BCCF IN AO WEST AND CAMP BUCCA IN MND-SE.

3.C.3.E. MONITOR IRAQI POLICE OPERATIONS WITH PRIORITY OF EFFORT TO CJTF-7 DESIGNATED TARGET CITIES. MONITOR IPS OPERATIONS ICW CPA MOI POLICE ADVISORS.

3.C.3.F. CONTINUE TO TRAIN IPS AT DIRECTED CJTF-7 POLICE ACADEMIES AND TIF TRAINING LOCATIONS IAW IPS ACCELERATION PLAN.

3.C.3.G. MONITOR ICS OPERATIONS ICW CPA MOJ CORRECTION ADVISORS.

3.D. (U) COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS

3.D.1. (U) RELIEFS IN PLACE WILL BE PLANNED AND EXECUTED UNDER THIS TASK ORGANIZATION WITH LEFT SEAT RIDES BEGINNING NLT 25 JAN 04.

3.D.2. (U) DILAUTH BETWEEN MSC’S AND MP BRIGADES IS AUTHORIZED AND DIRECTED.

3.D.3. (U) MSC’S ARE RESPONSIBLE TO PROVIDE THEIR OWN MSR SECURITY.

3.D.4. (U) CID WILL CONTINUE WITH NO CHANGES TO TASK ORGANIZATION OR OPERATIONAL SET.

3.D.5. (U) COORDINATION FOR STAY BEHIND EQUIPMENT IAW DA AND CJTF7 FRAGOS, AND ICW UP-ARMORED VEHICLE REALIGNMENT WILL BE COORDINATED DIRECTLY BETWEEN MP BRIGADES WITH CONFLICTS OR ISSUES SUBMITTED TO CJTF-7 PMO AND C4 NLT 15 FEB 04.

3.D.6. (U) DILAUTH AUTHORIZED TO ENSURE SMOOTH TRANSITION WITH CPA MOJ ADVISORS AS THEY INCREASE THEIR RESPONSIBILITY FOR MONITORING WITH THE TRANSITION TO IRAQI CONTROL.

4. (U) SERVICE SUPPORT. [CHANGE]

4.A. (U) 16TH AND 89TH MP BRIGADES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING A RSOI CELL THROUGHOUT THE OPERATION.

5. (U) COMMAND AND SIGNAL. [CHANGE]

5.A. (U) THE POC FOR THIS FRAGO IS MAJ MIGLIARA AT DSN: 318-558-0710 OR MICHAEL.MIGLIARA@CSMAIN.HQ.C5.ARMY.SMIL.MIL

5.A.1. (U) THE POC FOR THE 89TH MP BDE IS MAJ RINDAL AT DNVT: 302-559-4530 OR JOEL.RINDAL@CSMAIN.HQ.C5.ARMY.SMIL.MIL

5.A.2. (U) THE POC FOR 16TH MP BDE IS MAJ BOICE AT DNVT: 302-559-5130 OR GILBERT.BOICE@CSMAIN.HQ.C5.ARMY.SMIL.MIL

5.A.3. (U) THE POC FOR THE 16TH MP BDE (ABN) IS MAJ BOBBY ATWELL AT DNVT: 502-550-8220 OR BOBBY.ATWELL@CSMAIN.HQ.C5.ARMY.SMIL.MIL
S.R. 4. U) THE POC FOR THE 220TH MP BDE IS MAJ WADE AT DNVT: 302-550-8220 OR PORIN.WADE@C5MAIN.HQ.CS.ARMY.SMIL.MIL

S.R. 5. U) THE POC FOR 800TH MP BDE IS MAJ CAVALLARO AT DNVT: 302-559-7441 OR ANTHONY.CAVALLARO@C5MAIN.HQ.CS.ARMY.SMIL.MIL
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OAASZYW RUOKEOAGA2143 0662109-SSSS--RUEASRT RUEPHB.
ZNY SSSS
O 09195.2 MAR 03
FM COMCFLCC DOHA KUWAIT KU//C3//
TO RUFDVAC/CDFVACORPS HEIDELBERG GE//G3//
RUEBPA/CDF4-INFDIV FT HOOD TX
RUHHOA/CG I MEF FWDC//G3//
RUEASRB/CDF52DORDGRF FT GILLES GA//S3//
/BAO/SJA/PMO/SURG/MILITARY HISTORY GROUP//
ZEN/CDR355THSGCMD DOHA KUWAIT KU
ZEN/CDR377THSCT DOHA KUWAIT KU//G3/3D MDCOM/3D PERSCOM/3D TMC//
ZEN/CDR416TH ENCOM DOHA KUWAIT KU
INFO RUCAACC/CDF USCENTCOM MACDILL AFB FL//CCJ3//
RUEHDO/COMUSARCENT QA//USCENTCOM FWDC//CCJ3//
RUEASRT/COMCFLCC HQS FT MCPHERSON GA//WATCH//
BT
SECRET
SECTION 1 OF 2
OPER ENDURING FREEDOM//
MSGID/SENDADMIN/COMCFLCC DOHA KUWAIT KU/066030/NABR//CG//
SUBJ/COMCFLCC JEF DEPLOYMENT ORDER (DEPORD) 187B (09)//
REF/AF/MOF/USCENTCOM/1016522FEB03//@
REF/B/MOG/USCENTCOM/2520032FEB03//@
REF/C/DOC/0MCGFLCC/15SEP02//@
REF/D/MOF/USCENTCOM/0619552MAR03//@
NARR//S/REL MCFI) REF A IS USCENTCOM JEF DEPORD 187. REF B IS
USCENTCOM REQUEST FOR FORCES ISO JEF SERIAL 187B. REF C IS COMCFI
OPERATION ORDER 02-099, ANTI-TERRORISM. REF D IS USCENTCOM JEF
DEPORD 187B MOD 02. THIS IS A COMCFLCC JEF DEPORD FOR SERIAL 187B.
THIS DEPORD REFLECTS CHANGES FROM THE ORIGINAL CENTCOM DEPORD 187B.
FORCE PACKAGE TB9, SPECIFICALLY THE 173RD AIRBORNE, IS NO LONGER
OPCONE TO CFLC BUT IS OPCONE TO CFSOC (REF D, PARAGRAPH 3).
ADDITIONALLY, ONCE THE 41D (M) FINAL DESTINATION IS DETERMINED, A
MODIFICATION TO THIS DEPORD WILL BE RELEASED THAT ESTABLISHES THEIR
COMMAND AND CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS.//
RMK/1. (S/REL MCFI) CFLC.
1A. (S/REL MCFI) PER REF A, CFLC ACCEPTS OPCONE OF DEPLOYING FORCES
REQUESTED IN REF B IN SUPPORT OF JEF UPON ARRIVAL IN USCENTCOM AOR.
THE DATE FOR THESE FORCE MODULES IS 20 FEB 03/04 APRIL 03. //
1B. (S/REL MCFI) CFLC MAINTAINS OPCONE OF THE FOLLOWING UNITS
DEPLOYING TO KUWAIT UPON ARRIVAL IN USCENTCOM AOR:
1B.1. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 244TH AVIATION BRIGADE.
1B.2. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 335TH TACTICAL SIGNAL COMMAND (-). 
1B.3. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 3RD MILITARY POLICE GROUP.
1B.4. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 455TH CHEMICAL BRIGADE.
2. (S/REL MCFI) V CORPS. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED THE FOLLOWING FORCES
UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:
2A. (S/REL MCFI) 1-13TH ARMOR BATTALION.
2B. (S/REL MCFI) 248TH ENGINEER COMPANY.
2C. (S/REL MCFI) 432ND CIVIL AFFAIRS BATTALION.
2D. (S/REL MCFI) 490TH CIVIL AFFAIRS BATTALION.
2E. (S/REL MCFI) 172ND CHEMICAL COMPANY (SMOKE GEN).
3. (S/REL MCFI) I MEF. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED THE FOLLOWING FORCES UPON
THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:

3.A. (S/REL MCFI) 3-27 FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION.
3.B. (S/REL MCFI) 358 CIVIL AFFAIRS BRIGADE.
3.C. (S/REL MCFI) HHD, 716 MILITARY POLICE BATTALION.
3.D. (S/REL MCFI) 194TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY.
3.E. (S/REL MCFI) 442ND MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (COMBAT SUPPORT).
3.F. (S/REL MCFI) 977TH MILITARY POLICE CO (COMBAT SUPPORT).
3.G. (S/REL MCFI) 988TH MILITARY POLICE CO (COMBAT SUPPORT).
3.H. (S/REL MCFI) 377TH THEATER SUPPORT COMMAND. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED THE FOLLOWING FORCES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR.

4.B. (S/REL MCFI) 3RD MEDICAL TEAM (INFECTIOUS DISEASE).
4.C. (S/REL MCFI) 3RD QM TM (PETRL LIAISON TM).
4.D. (S/REL MCFI) 3RD TAMC (-).
4.E. (S/REL MCFI) 8TH HQ CPS (LOG PLANNING AUGMENTATION TEAM).
4.F. (S/REL MCFI) 19TH QUARTERMASTER COMPANY (QM PETRL PL TML).
4.H. (S/REL MCFI) 42ND MILITARY POLICE TEAM (EXPLO DET DOG TEAM).
4.I. (S/REL MCFI) 44TH HQ CPS (HHC CORPS SUPPORT BN).
4.J. (S/REL MCFI) 44TH MED TEAM (PATHOLOGY).
4.K. (S/REL MCFI) HHD, 49TH FINANCE BATTALION.
4.L. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 49TH QUARTERMASTER GROUP.
4.M. (S/REL MCFI) 51ST MILITARY POLICE TEAM (EXPLO DET DOG TEAM).
4.N. (S/REL MCFI) 72ND MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (MP GUARD CO).
4.O. (S/REL MCFI) 88TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (MP CO COMBAT SPT).
4.T. (S/REL MCFI) 125TH QM CO (WATER SUPPLY COMPANY).
4.V. (S/REL MCFI) 133RD QM TEAM (TAC WATER DISTRIBUTION).
4.W. (S/REL MCFI) 135TH HQ REAR OPERATIONS CENTER ASG.
4.X. (S/REL MCFI) 139TH HQ CPS (REAR CP OPERATIONS CELL).
4.Y. (S/REL MCFI) 143RD TRANSPORTATION COM (HHC TRANS COMMAND).
4.Z. (S/REL MCFI) 149TH FINANCE DETACHMENT.
4.AA. (S/REL MCFI) 149TH TC DETACHMENT (HVY CRANE DET PREPO).
4.AB. (S/REL MCFI) 166TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (GUARD CO).
4.AC. (S/REL MCFI) 199TH TRANSPORTATION COM DET (MVMT CTL TM).
4.AD. (S/REL MCFI) 202ND QM DET (WATER PRDET PREPO).
4.AE. (S/REL MCFI) 207TH MED TEAM (HEAD & NECK SURGERY).
4.AF. (S/REL MCFI) 220TH MILITARY POLICE (HHC MP BDE).
4.AG. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 226TH AREA SPT GP.
4.AH. (S/REL MCFI) 229TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (GUARD CO).
4.AI. (S/REL MCFI) 240TH QUARTERMASTER BATTALION.
4.AJ. (S/REL MCFI) 249TH FINANCE DETACHMENT.
4.AK. (S/REL MCFI) 257TH MED TEAM (DENTAL SERVICES).
4.AL. (S/REL MCFI) 260TH QM HHC (PETROLEUM SUPPORT BATTALION).
4.AM. (S/REL MCFI) 264TH QM TEAM (WATER PURIFYING TEAM).
4.AN. (S/REL MCFI) 267TH QM TEAM (WATER PURIFYING TEAM).
4.AO. (S/REL MCFI) 277TH ORDNANCE COMPANY (MAINT NONDIV DS).
4.AP. (S/REL MCFI) 310TH AG HHC (PERSONNEL GROUP).
4.AQ. (S/REL MCFI) 314TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (GUARD CO).
4.AR. (S/REL MCFI) 320TH CHEMICAL COMPANY (CORPS TA).
4.AS. (S/REL MCFI) 320TH HHC MILITARY POLICE BATTALION (EPW/CI).
4.AT. (S/REL MCFI) 320TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (ESCORT GUARD CO).
4. AU. (S/REL MCFI) 324TH HHC MILITARY POLICE BATTALION (EPW/CI).
4. AV. (S/REL MCFI) 325TH TRANS COM (MDK TRK CO 5000 GAL TANK).
4. AW. (S/REL MCFI) 343RD MILITARY POLICE TM EPW (I/R BDE LIAISON).
4. AX. (S/REL MCFI) 346TH MILITARY POLICE DET EPW (I/R CP LIAISON).
4. AY. (S/REL MCFI) 349TH FINANCE DETACHMENT.
4. AZ. (S/REL MCFI) 350TH TRANS COM (HHC TRANS TERMINAL BATTALION).
4. BA. (S/REL MCFI) 365TH HDG CORPS SUPPORT BATTALION.
4. BB. (S/REL MCFI) 370TH TRANS COM (MDM TRK CO PLs).
4. BC. (S/REL MCFI) 373RD MILITARY POLICE DET EPW (I/R PROCESS SQD).
4. BD. (S/REL MCFI) 375TH MILITARY POLICE DET (CID CASE).
4. BE. (S/REL MCFI) 377TH MILITARY POLICE DET EPW (I/R PROCESS SQD).
4. BF. (S/REL MCFI) 379TH MILITARY POLICE DET EPW (I/R PROCESS SQD).
4. BG. (S/REL MCFI) 381ST MILITARY POLICE TEAM EPW (I/R BDE LIAISON).
4. BH. (S/REL MCFI) 419TH TRANS COM (HHD MOTOR TRANS).
4. BI. (S/REL MCFI) 439TH QM CO (PETROLEUM SUPPLY COMPANY).
4. BJ. (S/REL MCFI) 442ND MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (COMBAT SUPPORT).
4. BK. (S/REL MCFI) 445TH MED DET (VET SERVICES).
4. BL. (S/REL MCFI) 445TH QM CO (FLC SVC CO DS AOE).
4. BM. (S/REL MCFI) 447TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (GUARD CO).
4. BN. (S/REL MCFI) 459TH TRANS COM (MDM TRK CO 40 FT CTR CG).
4. BO. (S/REL MCFI) 467TH QM HHD (SUPPLY & SERVICE B).
4. BP. (S/REL MCFI) 469TH FINANCE GROUP.
4. BQ. (S/REL MCFI) 479TH TRANS COM DET (TRAILER TRANSFER POINT OF).
4. BR. (S/REL MCFI) 497TH TRANS COM DET (TRANS LT MDM TRK CO).
4. BS. (S/REL MCFI) 502ND MED CO (DENTAL SERVICES).
4. BT. (S/REL MCFI) 512TH QUARTERMASTER CO (WATER SP PREP).
4. BU. (S/REL MCFI) 523RD MILITARY POLICE TEAM (EXP. DET. DOG TM).
4. BV. (S/REL MCFI) 559TH QM BN (M HHD WATER SUPPORT BATTALION).
4. BW. (S/REL MCFI) 569TH TRANS COM TEAM (MVMNT CTL-REGULATING).
4. BX. (S/REL MCFI) 590TH TRANS COM DET (TRAILER TRANS PT OP).
4. BY. (S/REL MCFI) 596TH TRANS COM TEAM (MVMNT CTL-CARGO).
4. BZ. (S/REL MCFI) 598TH TRANS COM DET (TRAILER TRANS PT PREP).
4. CA. (S/REL MCFI) 602ND TRANS COM TEAM (MVMNT CTL-CARGO).
4. CH. (S/REL MCFI) 607TH TRANS COM TEAM (MVMNT CTL-REGULATING).
4. CC. (S/REL MCFI) 625TH TRANS COM DET (MVMNT CTL-REGULATING).
4. CD. (S/REL MCFI) 647TH TRANS COM TEAM (MVMNT CTL-CARGO).
4. CE. (S/REL MCFI) 658TH COMBAT SUPPORT CO (GEN SUP).
4. CF. (S/REL MCFI) 691ST QM CO (FORCE PROVIDER CO).
4. CG. (S/REL MCFI) 708TH MED CO (GROUND MED AMBULANCE CO).
4. CH. (S/REL MCFI) 721ST AG CO (HQ POSTAL COMPANY).
4. CI. (S/REL MCFI) 721ST AG CO (POSTAL OPS PLATCON).
4. CJ. (S/REL MCFI) 726TH ORDNANCE HHD (ORD MNT BN DS GS).
4. CK. (S/REL MCFI) 744TH MILITARY POLICE BN (EPW CI BN).
4. CL. (S/REL MCFI) 755TH MILITARY POLICE CO (COMBAT SUPPORT).
4. CM. (S/REL MCFI) 757TH TRANS COM HHC (TRANS RAILWAY BN).
4. CN. (S/REL MCFI) 800TH MILITARY POLICE BDE (HHC 1/R).
4. CO. (S/REL MCFI) 802ND QM CO (FORCE PROVIDER CO).
4. CP. (S/REL MCFI) 809TH QM DET (PETROLEUM LIAISON TEAM).
4. CQ. (S/REL MCFI) 814TH MILITARY POLICE CO (GUARD CO).
4. CR. (S/REL MCFI) 823RD TRANS COM DET (MVMNT CTL TM-REGULATING).
4. CS. (S/REL MCFI) 839TH TRANS COM DET (MVMNT CTL TM-REGULATING).
4. CT. (S/REL MCFI) 849TH QM CO (SUPPLY COMPANY).
4. CU. (S/REL MCFI) 861ST QM CO (AD EQ CO TAACON).
4. CV. (S/REL MCFI) 923RD TRANS COM TEAM (TRAILER TRANSFER PT OP).
4. CW. (S/REL MCFI) 958TH TRANS COM TEAM (MVMNT CTL TM-REGULATING).
4. CX. (S/REL MCFI) 977TH MILITARY POLICE CO (COMBAT SUPPORT).
4. CY. (S/REL MCFI) 988TH MILITARY POLICE CO (COMBAT SUPPORT).
4.DA. (S/REL MFIT) 1057 TRANSM CO (LT MDM TRK CO).
4.DB. (S/REL MFIT) 1083 TRANSM CO (COMBAT HET CO).
4.DC. (S/REL MFIT) 1128 TRANSM CO (MDM TRK CO FLG).
4.DD. (S/REL MFIT) 1136 TRANSM CO (MDM TRK CO 20 FT CNR CG).
4.DE. (S/REL MFIT) 1138 MILITARY POLICE CO (GUARD CO).
4.DF. (S/REL MFIT) 1150 TRANSM CO (TRANS RAILWAY OPS CO).
4.DG. (S/REL MFIT) 1175 TRANSM CO (COMBAT HET CO).
4.DH. (S/REL MFIT) 163RD MILITARY POLICE TEAM (NARCOTICS DET D).
4.DI. (S/REL MFIT) 163RD MILITARY POLICE TEAM (KENNELMASTER TM).
4.DJ. (S/REL MFIT) 1742 TRANSM CO (MDM TRK CO 40 FT CNR CG).
4.DK. (S/REL MFIT) 178TH MP TEAM (NARCOTICS DETACHMENT DOG TEAM).
4.DL. (S/REL MFIT) 179TH MILITARY POLICE DET (EXPL DET DOG TEAM).
4.DM. (S/REL MFIT) 3662 ORDNANCE CO (GS MAINTENANCE CO).
4.DN. (S/REL MFIT) 452ND MED HOSP (COMBAT SUPPORT).
4.DO. (S/REL MFIT) 535TH MILITARY POLICE BN (EMI CI BN).
4.DP. (S/REL MFIT) 801ST MED HOSP (COMBAT SUPPORT).
5. (S/REL MFIT) 416TH ENGINEER COMMAND. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED THE
FOLLOWING FORCES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:
5.A. (S/REL MFIT) 30TH ENGINEER BN (HHC ENGR TOPO BN TA).
5.B. (S/REL MFIT) 100TH ENGINEER CO (TOPO ENGR CO).
5.C. (S/REL MFIT) 132ND ENGINEER DET (TOPO PLANNING CONTROL).
5.D. (S/REL MFIT) 196TH ENGINEER TEAM (UTILITIES 4000 TEAM).
5.E. (S/REL MFIT) 212TH ENGINEER CO (ENGR CO DUMP TRUCK).
5.F. (S/REL MFIT) 244TH ENGINEER BN (ENGR CBT BN).
5.G. (S/REL MFIT) 247TH ENGINEER TEAM (ENG EQUIP TEAM PREP).
5.H. (S/REL MFIT) 249TH ENGINEER BN (PRIME POWER BN).
5.I. (S/REL MFIT) 308TH ENGINEER DET (REAL ESTATE TEAM).
5.J. (S/REL MFIT) 319TH ENGINEER CO (CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT).
5.K. (S/REL MFIT) 323RD ENGINEER PLATOON (FFTG TEAM FIRE TRUCK).
5.L. (S/REL MFIT) 323RD ENGINEER PLATOON (FFTG TEAM WATER TRUCK).
5.M. (S/REL MFIT) 322ND ENGINEER CO (DUMP TRUCK).
5.N. (S/REL MFIT) 369TH ENGINEER PLATOON (FFTG TEAM WATER TRUCK).
5.O. (S/REL MFIT) 369TH ENGINEER PLATOON (FFTG TEAM FIRE TRUCK).
5.P. (S/REL MFIT) 369TH ENGINEER PLATOON (FFTG TEAM FIRE TRUCK).
5.Q. (S/REL MFIT) 369TH ENGINEER PLATOON (WATER PREP).
5.R. (S/REL MFIT) 369TH ENGINEER PLATOON (FFTG TEAM FTTG HQ).
5.S. (S/REL MFIT) 829TH ENGINEER TEAM (UTILITIES 4000 TEAM).
5.T. (S/REL MFIT) 926TH ENGINEER HHC (HHC COMBAT ENGINEER).
5.U. (S/REL MFIT) 1030 ENGINEER BN (HQ TEAM).
5.V. (S/REL MFIT) 1193 ENGINEER CO (PANEL BRIDGE).
5.W. (S/REL MFIT) 1438 ENGINEER TEAM (UTILITIES 4000 TEAM).
5.X. (S/REL MFIT) USA FACILITIES ENGINEERING GROUP.
5.Y. (S/REL MFIT) USA FACILITIES ENGINEERING GROUP CT3.
5.Z. (S/REL MFIT) USA FACILITIES ENGINEERING GROUP SE3.
6. (S/REL MFIT) CFVCC SJA. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED THE FOLLOWING FORCES
UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR: 153 JAG DETACHMENT.
7. (S/REL MFIT) 335TH THEATER SIGNAL COMMAND. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED
THE FOLLOWING FORCES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:
7.A. (S/REL MFIT) 19TH SIGNAL COMPANY (COMTEL CO-XX1).
7.B. (S/REL MFIT) 269TH SIGNAL COMPANY.
7.C. (S/REL MFIT) 69TH SIGNAL COMPANY CABLE AND WIRE CO CP.
7.D. (S/REL MFIT) 114TH SIGNAL COMPANY (TROPO LIGHT).
7.E. (S/REL MFIT) 151ST SIGNAL BATTALION (TELECOM BN AREA).
7.F. (S/REL MFIT) HHD, 504TH SIGNAL BATTALION (TELECOM BN AREA).
7.G. (S/REL MFIT) 313TH SIGNAL COMPANY.
FOLLOWING FORCES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:

9.A. (S/REL MCFI) 109TH AVIATION MAINTENANCE COMPANY.

9.B. (S/REL MCFI) 110TH WEATHER FLIGHT.

9.C. (S/REL MCFI) 147TH AVIATION BN (EAC).

9.D. (S/REL MCFI) 159TH AVIATION BN.

9.E. (S/REL MCFI) HHC, 159TH AVIATION BN.

9.F. (S/REL MCFI) 228TH AVIATION BN HHC THEATER ARMY AVN BN.

9.G. (S/REL MCFI) 228TH AVIATION BN THEATER AVIATION COMPANY C-12.

9.H. (S/REL MCFI) ARCENT-QATAR. ACCEPT AS ATTACHED THE FOLLOWING FORCES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:

9.A. (S/REL MCFI) 938 ENGINEER TEAM, FFG HQ.

9.B. (S/REL MCFI) 938 ENGINEER TEAM, FIRE TRUCK.

9.C. (S/REL MCFI) 938 ENGINEER TEAM, WATER TRUCK.

9.D. (S/REL MCFI) CFHCC MILITARY HISTORY GROUP. ACCEPTS AS ATTACHED THE FOLLOWING FORCES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN THE USCENTCOM AOR:

9.E. A 35TH MILITARY HISTORY DETACHMENT (DS TO THE 75TH EXPLOITATION TASK FORCE.

9.F. (S/REL MCFI) 35TH MILITARY HISTORY DETACHMENT (DS TO THE 377TH THEATER SUPPORT COMMAND.


9.H. (S/REL MCFI) COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS.

9.I. (S/REL MCFI) C-DRY: IAW CURRENT 103ID/IR TPFD AS APPLICABLE.


9.K. (S/REL MCFI) RULES OF ENGAGEMENT (ROE). CJCS STANDING ROE; USCENTCOM THEATER-SPECIFIC ROE; TEXT OF FOREGOING ROE ARE AVAILABLE AT THE CFHCC WEBSITE:

WWW.SWA.ARCENT.ARMY.SMIL.MIL/SECTIONS/SJA/DOCS/ROE/UPDATE.CFM.

ADDITIONAL ROE WILL BE DISSEMINATED AS THE NEED ARISES.

10. (U) FORCE PROTECTION.

10.D.1. (U) PREDEPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS. Deploying unit commanders will appoint in writing a primary and alternate antiterrorism (AT) officer to develop, implement, and supervise the organization’s AT program. Prior to deployment of any kind to the CFHCC AOR, all units and elements must complete and coordinate an antiterrorism plan for their operation. For a complete description of predeployment requirements refer to Appendix 4, Annex C, ARCENT OPERATIONS ORDER 02-099 (REF C).

10.D.2. (U) CFHCC HAS ANTI TERRORISM/FORCE PROTECTION RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL MILITARY PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CIVILIANS, DESIGNATED CONTRACTORS ASSIGNED, ATTACHED, TEMPORARY DUTY OR IN-TRANSIT TO CFHCC OR LOCATED ON CFHCC FACILITIES/INSTALLATIONS TO INCLUDE TENANT UNITS. COMMANDERS WILL ENSURE ALL FORCES DEPLOYED ARE AWARE OF THE THREAT LEVELS AND FORCE PROTECTION CONDITIONS SET BY CFHCC. AND ALL FORCES COMPLETE CFHCC REQUIRED PREDEPLOYMENT TRAINING, AS APPLICABLE, TO INCLUDE ANTI TERRORISM AWARENESS TRAINING IAW ARCENT OPORD 02-099, ANTI-TERRORISM OPORD, 15 SEP 02. ARCENT COMMANDERS WILL ENSURE DEPLOYED FORCES RECEIVE THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF TERRORIST AWARENESS TRAINING UPON ARRIVAL AND, AS REQUIRED, THROUGHOUT THE LENGTH OF DEPLOYMENT IN THE AOR. ENSURE FORCE PROTECTION MEASURES INCLUDE PROVISION FOR CONTRACTORS THAT ARE INVOLVED IN THE OPERATION.

10.D.3. (U) REQUIRED INDIVIDUAL PREDEPLOYMENT TRAINING INCLUDES BUT
IS NOT LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING:
12.D.3.A. (U) VIEWING THE ARMY PERSONAL AWARENESS VIDEO PROVIDED 
UNDER THE INSTRUCTION OF A CERTIFIED LEVEL II INSTRUCTOR AND/OR 
VIEWING THE CJCS-APPROVED WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
12.D.3.B. (U) VIEWING VIDEO/LEVEL II AT INSTRUCTOR OR COMPLETION OF 
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION COVERING AN INTRODUCTION TO TERRORISM, 
TERRORIST OPERATIONS, INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE MEASURES, TERRORIST 
SURVEILLANCE TECHNIQUES, IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE ATTACKS, 
KIDNAPPING AND HOSTAGE SURVIVAL, AND TERRORISM THREAT LEVELS AND THE 
FPCON SYSTEM.
12.D.3.C. (U) ISSUANCE OF GTA 19-4-3 "INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE 
MEASURES".
12.D.3.F. (U) USE OF DEADLY FORCE (FOR PERSONNEL PERFORMING ARMED 
SECURITY DUTIES AND ANTITERRORISM OFFICER).
12.D.4. (U) REQUIRED UNIT PREDEPLOYMENT TRAINING INCLUDES BUT IS NOT 
LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING:
12.D.4.B. (U) ANTITERRORISM MEASURES DURING TRANSIT TO THE 
DEPLOYMENT LOCATION.
12.D.4.C. (U) DETERRENCE ANTITERRORISM MEASURES SPECIFIC TO THE 
DEPLOYMENT LOCATION.
12.D.5. (U) REQUIRED UNIT TRAINING AT THE DEPLOYED LOCATION 
INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING:
12.D.5.A. (U) IMMEDIATE INCIDENT RESPONSE AND POST-INCIDENT ACTIONS 
IAW INSTALLATION AT PLAN.
12.D.5.B. (U) WORKING WITH HOST SECURITY.
12.D.5.C. (U) EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS.
12.D.5.D. (U) REHEARSALS WITH ANTI-TERRORISM EQUIPMENT.
12.E. (S/R) REL MCFI STATUS OF FORCES. UNDER PROVISIONS OF THE US-
KUWAIT DEFENSE COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT, SERVICE MEMBERS IN KUWAIT HAVE 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL STATUS IAW THE VIENNA CONVENTION. 
COMMANDERS WILL ENSURE PERSONNEL OPERATING IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES IN THE AOR RECEIVE AN IN-COUNTRY LEGAL BRIEF FROM THEIR 
STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE.
12.F. (U) MEDICAL. PER USCINCME LG ASSIST MESSAGE DTG 032024Z OCT 01 
SUBJECT: USCINCME PERSONNEL POLICY GUIDANCE.
12.G. (U) FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE (FMD) ALERT. ALL DOD-SPONSORED 
PERSONNEL AND/OR EQUIPMENT MOVING WITHIN OR EXITING FROM AN FMD-
AFFECTED REGION WILL COMPLY WITH DOD REGULATION 4500.9-R (DEFENSE 
TRANSPORTATION REGULATION) AND THE LATEST FMD GUIDANCE PROVIDED BY 
THE RESPECTIVE HOST NATION AS LONG AS SAID GUIDANCE IS CONSISTENT 
WITH THE GUIDANCE ON SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY FOUND IN USCINCME MESSAGE 
061134ZAPRO1 AND USAFE MESSAGE 101500ZAPRO1, AS WELL AS CONTINGENCY 
OPERATIONS AND UNIT DEPLOYMENTS OF 15 DAYS OR LONGER, ANY SPECIAL 
GUIDANCE ON SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY OF US AIRCRAFT AND FMD RECEIVED FROM 
OSD, THE THEATER COMMANDER, AND USDA. A LISTING OF CURRENT FMD-
AFFECTED COUNTRIES MAY BE FOUND IN THE DAILY EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 
CENTER (EMOC) NOTICES POSTED ON THE USDA WEB PAGE, 
HTTP://WWW.APHIS.USDA.GOV/VS/NCIE/COUNTRY.HTML (LOWER CASE). 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN SECDEF ATSD(CS) MESSAGE 
211600ZMAY33 "FIELD INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOVEMENT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT, 
PERSONNEL, PERSONAL PROPERTY, CARGO, AND MAIL TO THE UNITED STATES 
FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED WITH FMD."
13.H. (U) CONCURRENT UNIVERSAL CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE AUTHORITY, 
INCLUDING ARTICLE 15 AUTHORITY, TRANSFERS TO COMCFLCC WITH OPCON.
COMISCENTCOM GENERAL ORDER NUMBER 1A (19DEC00) IN EFFECT, PROHIBITING, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL AND THE TAKING OF WAR TROPHIES IN THE CENTCOM AOR. FOR COMPLETE TEXT SEE: RECLUSE.CENTCOM.SNL.MIL/CRISIS/CATDESKS/JAG/MSGS/GENERAL_ORDER_1A_(20-1A).DOC.

12.I. (U) TRAINING. PERSONNEL DESIGNATED AS HIGH RISK-OF-CAPTURE BY THEIR SERVICE MUST UNDERGO USCENTCOM THEATER SURVIVAL, EVASION, RESISTANCE AND ESCAPE (SERE) PREPARATION, PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT TO CENTCOM AOR. DESIGNATED HRC PERSONNEL MUST CONTACT USCENTAF A3-DOOR AT DSN 965-2959/60 TO ARRANGE PREPARATION.

12.J. (U) ORDER EFFECTIVE UPON RECEIPT.

12.K. (U) DEPLOYING UNITS WILL BRING ALL MTOE AND CTA AUTHORIZED LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (I.E. TENTS, COTS, LIGHT SETS, ETC.) TO PROVIDE BASIC LIFE SUPPORT TO UNIT PERSONNEL.

12.L. (S/REL GCTF) DEPLOYING UNITS WILL ENSURE VEHICLES AND PERSONNEL ARE MARKED IAW THE CFLCC COMBAT IDENTIFICATION STANDARDS. THE CFLCC COMBAT ID STANDARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN COMCFLCC FRAGO 21 TO COMCFLCC OPERATIONS ORDER 02-084, CFLCC COMBAT IDENTIFICATION STANDARDS, 0406002JAN03. THIS FRAGO IS LOCATED AT HTTP://WWW.SWA.ARMY.MIL/ORDERS_Manager/MESSAGES/CFLCC_ORDERS_IN_EFFECT/CFLCC_ORDERS_MATRIX.XLS.

13. (U) AIRLIFT MOVEMENT.

13.A. (U) AIRLIFT MOVEMENT PRIORITY AND AIR REFUELING PRIORITY 1BL.

13.B. (U) INDIVIDUALS OR SMALL GROUPS TRAVELING VIA COMMERCIAL AIR OR ROTATOR FLIGHTS IN AND OUT OF THE USCENTCOM AOR WILL WEAR CIVILIAN CLOTHING DURING TRAVEL. MILITARY UNIFORMS WILL NOT BE APPLICABLE FOR USE DURING EXTENDED TRANSIT DELAYS AT COMMERCIAL AIRPORTS.

13. (S/REL GCTF) THE USE OF JOPES IS DIRECTED FOR ALL STRATEGIC MOVEMENTS. THE USE OF JOPES IS REQUESTED FOR SAAMS MOVEMENT TO PROVIDE VISIBILITY FOR HEADQUARTERS AND COMPONENT STAFFS. USE PID 103AD/103HD FOR DEPLOYMENT AND 103AR/103HR FOR REDEPLOYMENT AS APPROPRIATE. USE GCCS NEWSGROUP CENTCOM.JOPES.OPS2/CENTCOM.JOPES.NOA AS APPLICABLE FOR COORDINATION AND VERIFICATION OF ALL JOPES TRANSACTION.

14. (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS.

14.A. (U) PA POSTURE. PUBLIC AFFAIRS POSTURE WILL BE PASSIVE UNTIL OSD FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF DEPLOYMENT ORDER. UPON OSD ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DEPLOYMENT ORDER, UNITS MAY ACKNOWLEDGE THE UNIT’S DEPLOYMENT TO KUWAIT IN RESPONSE TO QUERY. FOR THOSE UNITS GOING TO JORDAN, UNITS MAY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A DEPLOYMENT ORDER TO THE CENTCOM AOR. ONCE UNITS ARRIVE IN KUWAIT, PA POSTURE IS ACTIVE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY AFRICOM. PA PERSONNEL SHOULD COORDINATE ALL MEDIA ACTIVITIES WITH THE CFLCC PAO FOR COORDINATION WITH THE U.S. EMBASSY WHO WILL, IN TURN, FURTHER COORDINATE WITH GOK.

14.B. (U) PA APPROACH. CFLCC WILL MAINTAIN THE CURRENT PASSIVE/RESPONSE TO QUERY PUBLIC AFFAIRS POSTURE. UPON OSD ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DEPLOYMENT ORDER, UNITS MAY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A DEPLOYMENT ORDER AND DISCUSS GENERIC MISSIONS FOR THE UNIT. COMMANDERS MAY PERMIT MEDIA COVERAGE OF DEPLOYING UNITS PREPARING FOR DEPLOYMENT. COMMANDERS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO EMBED MEDIA WITH DEPLOYING GROUND FORCES AT THIS TIME; HOWEVER, EMBEDDED MEDIA AUTHORIZATION IS ANTICIPATED AND INTERESTED UNITS MAY SUBMIT AN EMBED PLAN THROUGH COMMAND CHANNELS TO CFLCC PAO TO FACILITATE STREAMLINED APPROVAL. NO DISCUSSION OF OPERATIONAL DETAILS IS
AUTHORIZED. NO DISCUSSION OF INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION IS AUTHORIZED.

15. (U) THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT MAY BE USED IN RESPONSE TO QUERY:
(QUOTE) THE UNIT OR ELEMENTS OF THE UNIT IS DEPLOYING TO KUWAIT
(OR CENTCCM AOR) TO SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT'S GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM
AND TO PREPARE FOR FUTURE CONTINGENCIES AS MAY BE DIRECTED. THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES HAS MADE NO DECISION ABOUT MILITARY
ACTION AGAINST IRAQ; HOWEVER, OUR FORCES ARE TRAINED, PREPARED AND
READY SHOULD THEY BE CALLED UPON. THESE DEPLOYMENTS ARE A PRUDENT
STEP TO INCREASE MILITARY CAPABILITIES IN THE REGION. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT THE COALITION FORCES LAND COMPONENT COMMAND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE AT 011-965-460-2289/8040/8031. (UNQUOTE).

16. (U) FUNDING. CFLLC WILL FUND ALL COSTS OF THIS OPERATION,
INCLUDING DEPLOYMENT AND REDEPLOYMENT COSTS. CFLLC WILL CAPTURE AND
REPORT TO SERVICE COMPTROLLERS INCREMENTAL COSTS FOR DEPLOYMENTS IN
SUPPORT OF THIS OPERATION.

17. (U) COMMUNICATIONS GUIDANCE. ALL UNITS MUST BRING SWA-AOR
CURRENT PLUS NINETY DAY INTERTHEATER COMSEC PACKAGES (ICP). INCOMING
UNITS MUST COORDINATE COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS THROUGH THEIR
HIGHER HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL CHANNELS. MAJOR SUBORDINATE COMMANDS
COORDINATE COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS TO THE 335TH THEATER SIGNAL
COMMAND (TSC). THE 335 TSC MANAGES THE THEATER COMSEC
MANAGEMENT OFFICE (TCMO) AND SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT. CFLLC C6
PRIORITY ALLOCATIONS, SATELLITE CHANNELS, AND CIRCUITS
AS REQUIRED. UNITS ARRIVING IN THEATER SHOULD BRING ALL REQUIRED
END USER AUTOMATION AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS TO INCLUDE SECURE AND
NONSECURE TELEPHONES, COMPUTERS, AND PRINTERS. UNITS SHOULD ALSO
BRING NETWORKING EQUIPMENT FOR LOCAL AREA NETWORKS TO INCLUDE HUBS,
ROUTERS, SERVERS, ETC. ONCE BROUGHT INTO THEATER, UNITS WILL
CONFIGURE IAW THEATER POLICY.

18. (U) POC IS MAJ CHRIS GEREN, 438-7536, EMAIL:
EFWOLBERT@SWA.ARMY.MIL.//
DECL/07MAR117/
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